
L-014-R SERIES

LAMP TYPE:  GY6.35 bi-pin halogen lamp, 35 watt maximum.  G4 bi-pin xenon lamp, 20 watt maximum.

INSTRUCTIONS PERTAINING TO A RISK OF FIRE OR INJURY TO PERSONS

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Lighted lamp is HOT!

WARNING - To reduce the risk of FIRE OR INJURY TO PERSONS:

Turn off/unplug and allow to cool before replacing lamp.

Lamp gets HOT quickly!  Contact only switch/plug when turning on.

Do not touch hot lens, guard, or enclosure.

Keep lamp away from materials that may burn.

Do not touch the lamp at any time.  Use a soft cloth.  Oil from skin may damage lamp.

Do not operate the luminaire fitting with a missing or damaged shield.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

This is a 12V fixture.  A remote transformer is required.

MOUNTING

WIRING

Verify that power to fixture is off.  Pass wire leads through center hole of canopy gasket (supplied).  Use wire nuts

to attach fixture wire to wire leads from remote transformer.  Use silicone or electrical tape around wire nuts to

ensure proper connection.  Attach canopy to bell box/cross bar.  Verify that supplied gasket is consistently

between bell box and canopy.

LAMPING

Grasping the fixture body below the shade, turn the threaded brass fitting (below glass shield) counterclockwise

until shade assembly is separated from center of fixture.  Using a soft cloth, grasp top portion of lamp.  Carefully

push lamp pins all the way down into socket.  Lamp should secure into place.  Reattach shade assembly.  Do not

over tighten.

L-014-R3 Fixture

shown for reference

Includes models L-014-R3, L-014-R3A, L-014-R5, L-014-5A, L-014-R7, L-014-R8 and L-014-R19.

Loosen locknut located on back of brass canopy.  Attach canopy to junction box via two thru holes, 3.5"

on-center (screws supplied).  Proper orientation may necessitate the use of a universal cross bar (supplied).  If

junction box has a screw spacing of 2-3/4" on-center, use of the universal cross bar will be necessary.  Apply

silicone RTV to the stem where it meets the canopy.  Tighten locknut when proper orientation is achieved.
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